
Terms and Conditions
1.MINIMUM PERIOD OF RENT
Minium 2 days. Extra hour will be charged a one day.

2.DRIVERS LICENSE AND PERSONAL DOCUMENTATION
Documents required to drive a motorcycle, valid in Portugal

3.DRIVERS AGE
Minimum 20 years old

4.PETROL
Responsibility of the client. Return on the same level. In case of petrol mistake customer assumes concert 
expenses.

5.INSURANCE
The rental price includes:
Public Liability , and driver.
It is the responsibility of the client, damages caused to third parties and in the rented vehicle whenever:
Motorcycle rental is conducted by the unauthorized person FVAMotors, lda.
Injury caused intentionally by the customer or by the person responsible.
Driving through the effects of alcohol, narcotics, toxic products or by dementia.
Used in sporting events, races, challenges, contests, betting.
accident and FVAMotors, lda is not informed as soon as possible.
in the absence of late communication or communication, the client will be responsible to indemnify FVAMo-
tors, lda for all expenses resulting therefrom.

6.PERSONAL ACCIDENT INSURANCES
Ask for information at FVAMotors, lda

7.PAYMENTS / DEPOSIT/SERVICES
The payment of the rental must be made upon the delivery of the motorcycle.
Deposit for the duration of the rental - 500 euros.

8.DELIVERED/ DROP OFF / DISPLACEMENT / EXTENSION
The vehicle must be delivered under the conditions it received.
In case of any anomaly made by the customer will be responsible for the same.

9.PORTO SANTO
Departures to Porto Santos are subject to the permission of FVAMotors, lda being signaled in the current 
agreement.
An unauthorized exit the customer will be penalized with a fine of 150 euros.

10.FINES
It is the responsibility of the customer, except in cases where it originates in the motorcycle itself or in the 
behavior of the lessor.



11. MOTO CAPACITY
It is not allowed to exceed the capacity of the motorcycle.

12. ACCIDENTS
In case of an accident you should:
Contact the authorities (PSP).
Call the ambulance if injured.
Contact FVAMotors, lda.
Fill out the friendly statement, and get the data of those involved correctly.

13. BREAK DOW
In case of malfunctions you should contact FVAMotos, lda as soon as possible, as well as travel assistance and 
provide the necessary data correctly as requested.
FVAMotors, lda will not be responsible for lost time or commitments due to the customer having suffered an 
accident or breakdown on the motorcycle.

14.DOCUMENTS / TOOLS / VEST
The motorcycle documents must always remain with the motorcycle.
In case of loss during the rental period the renter will be given as responsible and will have to pay 250 euros 
as a compensatory form.
The lessee will also be responsible for any fines or fines and for lack of documents on the motorcycle.
Disappearance of tools and vest will be the responsibility of the renter, being charged a fee of 50 euros.

15. JUDICIAL RESPONSIBILITY
This document is made in agreement with this country and signed by both parties, where they agree to sub-
mit to the jurisdiction of the courts of the city of Funchal, unless it is found that, in this case, recourse to this 
forum entails serious drawbacks to a without the interests of the other party justifying it.
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